The pivoting Retrofit Grooming Arm adjusts to how YOU want to groom the pet. It’s so durable that it will be your grooming partner for years.

Retrofit Grooming Arm

Benefits:
The Retrofit Grooming Arm is a great item that works with other kinds of equipment. When other arms collapse under pressure, the grooming arm stays strong.

Features:
• Arm made out of 1”, 11-gauge Stainless Steel.
• 1” square tube holds up when other arms collapse under pressure.
• Pivoting Grooming Arm travels 180° around the end of the table.
• The arm locks into five positions horizontally, any position between 22” and 39” vertically and the loop hook has six position choices.
• Retrofit arm sits into the bracket shown. Support bracket attaches to the frame for added strength and durability.
• Shor-Line Grooming Arm fits many competitive tables. Check with a sales rep for the best fit for your retrofit.
• All features allow the groomer to operate the Grooming Table efficiently and comfortably.
• Silicone ball at end of grooming arm protects pets and prevents floor damage.